EJ2U Error Code – Branch Box Error
The EJ2U error code is what will be displayed on the condenser’s diagnostic board when the branch box is the source
of the error. At the same time, all affected indoor units will flash 13x on the Operation LED (green) & 2x on the Timer
(orange). The error is a very broad error code that covers a variety of issues ranging from crossed wiring to loose
molex plugs. Begin by killing power to the disconnect for about 3-5 minutes and after reapplying it back, if the error
code reappears then proceed by following the next few steps.
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To begin, inspect all branch boxes for anything other than a solid green LED on LED402. With the EJ2U error code, it
is not uncommon to see the following error codes registered on the effected branch box:
•LED402 – 1x Timer
•LED402 – 2x Timer
•LED402 – 6x Timer
•LED402 – 7x Timer
•LED402 – 8x Timer
•LED402 – 9x Timer

Look for the branch box displaying any one of the above mentioned error codes as that would be the defective branch box.

A loose molex plug
will trigger the error
code. Check and
confirm that there are
no loose connections.

With so many wires
going in and out of
the branch boxes, it
is very possible to
mismatch the wires
to their
corresponding
evaporators.
Confirm all terminals
for crossed wires.

When the problem is corrected, it is not uncommon for the error code to remain on the diagnostics board. To clear it away,
press the ‘Enter’ button on the condenser’s display board once to clear it. With the error code cleared away, normal
operation will resume

Be sure to button everything back together.
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•Check all connections, loose connections or loose
wiring.
•Check for corrosion or burn marks on the control
boards within the branch box.

Error code still
present?
Remove the thermistors and check for resistance values .

Thermistors
ohm good?
Check the DC voltage to the Controller PCB (5vDC)

•Check if the ground connection is okay
•Check for external equipment that may
cause harmonic wave interference.

